MERIDIAN ART DROP

YOU JUST FOUND MY ARTWORK. IT IS YOURS TO KEEP!
MY NAME IS: ________________________________

POST A PICTURE ONLINE AND TAG ME SO I KNOW MY ART WAS FOUND. USE THE HASHTAGS #MERIDIANARTDROP AND #MERIDIANARTWEEK.

TWITTER: ____________________________
INSTAGRAM: ___________________________
FACEBOOK: ___________________________<br>
OTHER CONTACT INFO OR NOTES: ________________

IMPORTANT NOTES:
• ONLY FIND/KEEP ONE PIECE OF ART PER PERSON.
• WE’D LOVE TO HAVE ART OUT ON THE TOWN ALL WEEK LONG. PLEASE SHARE YOUR ART ON MULTIPLE DAYS IF YOU ARE CREATING AND SHARING A LOT OF ART.
• POST HINTS TO WHERE YOUR ART IS HIDDEN USING OUR HASHTAGS.
• MORE INFO AT WWW.MERIDIANCITY.ORG/ARTWEEK
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